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Introduction

State space models (SSM) are latent variable models which are commonly applied in analysing time series data due to their flexible and general framework (cf. J. Durbin and Koopman 2012). For R (R Core Team 2016), there is large number of packages available for state space modelling, especially for the two special cases. First special case is linear-Gaussian SSM (LGSSM) where both the observation and state densities are Gaussian with linear relationships with the states. Another special case is SSM with discrete state space, which are sometimes called hidden Markov models (HMM). We do not consider HMMs in this paper. What is special about these two class of models is that the marginal likelihood function, and the conditional state distributions (conditioned on the observations) of these models are analytically tractable, making inference relatively straightforward. See for example (Petris and Petrone 2011, Tusell (2011), J. Helske (2017), S. Helske and Helske (2017)) for review of some of the R packages dealing with these type of models. The R package bssm is designed for Bayesian inference of general state space models with non-Gaussian and/or non-linear observational and state equations. The package aims to provide easy-to-use and efficient functions for fully Bayesian inference of common time series models such basic structural time series model (BSM) (Harvey 1989) with exogenous covariates, simple stochastic volatility models, and discretized diffusion models, making it straightforward and efficient to make predictions and other inference in a Bayesian setting.

When extending the state space modelling to non-linear or non-Gaussian models, some difficulties arise. As the model densities are no longer analytically tractable, computing the latent state distributions, as well as hyperparameter estimation of the model becomes more difficult. One general option is to use Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods targeting the full joint posterior of hyperparameters and the latent states, for example by Gibbs sampling or Hamiltonian Monte Carlo. Unfortunately the joint posterior can be very high dimensional and due to the strong autocorrelation structures of the state densities, the efficiency of such methods can be relatively poor. Another asymptotically exact approach is based on the pseudo-marginal particle MCMC approach (Andrieu, Doucet, and Holenstein 2010), where the likelihood function and the state distributions are estimated using sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) i.e. particle filter (PF). However, methods can also be computationally demanding, and optimal tuning of such algorithms can be cumbersome. Yet another option is to resort to approximative methods such extended and unscented Kalman filters, as well as more general Laplace approximation provided for example by (Lindgren and Rue 2015).

The motivation behind the bssm package is in (Vihola, Helske, and Franks 2017) which suggests a new computationally efficient, parallelisable approach for Bayesian inference of state space models. The core idea is to use fast approximative MCMC targeting the approximate marginal posterior of the hyperparameters, which is then used in importance sampling type weighting phase which provides asymptotically exact samples from the joint posterior of hyperparameters and the hidden states. In addition to this the two-stage procedure, standard pseudo-marginal MCMC and so called delayed acceptance pseudo-marginal MCMC are also supported.

We will first introduce the basic state space modelling framework used in bssm, and the relevant algorithms. We then give illustrations how to use bssm in practice.
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State space models with linear-Gaussian dynamics

Denote a sequence of observations \((y_1,\ldots,y_T)\) as \(y_{1:T}\), and sequence of latent state variables \((\alpha_1,\ldots,\alpha_T)\) as \(\alpha_{1:T}\). Note that in general both the observations and the states can be multivariate, but currently the main algorithms of \texttt{bssm} support only univariate observations. A general state space model consists of two parts: observation level densities \(g_t(y_t|\alpha_t)\) and latent state transition densities \(\mu_t(\alpha_{t+1}|\alpha_t)\). We first focus on the case where the state transitions are linear-Gaussian:

\[
\alpha_{t+1} = c_t + T_t\alpha_t + R_t\eta_t,
\]

where \(c_t\) is known input vector (often omitted), and \(T_t\) and \(R_t\) are a system matrices which can depend on unknown parameters. Also, \(\eta_t \sim N(0,I_k)\) and \(\alpha_1 \sim N(a_1,P_1)\) independently of each other. For observation level density \(g_t\), the \texttt{bssm} package currently supports basic stochastic volatility model and general exponential family state space models.

For exponential family models, the observation equation has a general form

\[
g_t(y_t|d_t + Z_t\alpha_t, x_t'\beta, \phi, u_t),
\]

where \(d_t\) is a again known input, \(x_t\) contains the exogenous covariate values at time \(t\), with \(\beta\) corresponding to the regression coefficients. Parameter \(\phi\) and the known vector \(u_t\) are distribution specific and can be omitted in some cases. Currently, following observational level distributions are supported:

- Gaussian distribution: \(g_t(y_t|Z_t\alpha_t, x_t'\beta) = x_t'\beta + Z_t\alpha_t + H_t\epsilon_t\) with \(\epsilon_t \sim N(0,1)\).
- Poisson distribution: \(g_t(y_t|Z_t\alpha_t, x_t'\beta, u_t) = \text{Poisson}(u_t \exp(x_t'\beta + Z_t\alpha_t))\), where \(u_t\) is the known exposure at time \(t\).
- Binomial distribution: \(g_t(y_t|Z_t\alpha_t, x_t'\beta, u_t) = \text{binomial}(u_t, \exp(x_t'\beta + Z_t\alpha_t)/(1 + \exp(x_t'\beta + Z_t\alpha_t)))\), where \(u_t\) is the size and \(\exp(x_t'\beta + Z_t\alpha_t)/(1 + \exp(x_t'\beta + Z_t\alpha_t))\) is the probability of the success.
- Negative binomial distribution: \(g_t(y_t|Z_t\alpha_t, x_t'\beta, \phi, u_t) = \text{negative binomial}(\exp(x_t'\beta + Z_t\alpha_t), \phi, u_t)\), where \(u_t \exp(x_t'\beta + Z_t\alpha_t)\) is the expected value and \(\phi\) is the dispersion parameter (\(u_t\) is again exposure term).

For stochastic volatility model, there are two possible parameterizations available. In general for we have

\[
y_t = x_t'\beta + \sigma \exp(\alpha_t/2)\epsilon_t, \quad \epsilon_t \sim N(0,1),
\]

and

\[
\alpha_{t+1} = \mu + \rho(\alpha_t - \mu) + \sigma\eta_t,
\]

with \(\alpha_1 \sim N(\mu, \sigma^2/\rho^2)\). For identifiability purposes we must either choose \(\sigma = 1\) or \(\mu = 0\). Although analytically identical, the parameterization with \(\mu\) is often preferable in terms of computational efficiency.

Typically some of the model components such as \(\beta, T_t\) or \(R_t\) depend on unknown parameter vector \(\theta\), so \(g_t(y_t|\alpha_t)\) and \(\mu_t(\alpha_{t+1}|\alpha_t)\) depend implicitly on \(\theta\). Our goal is to perform Bayesian inference of the joint posterior of \(\alpha_{1:T}\) and \(\theta\).

MCMC for Gaussian state space models

Given the prior \(p(\theta)\), the joint posterior of \(\theta\) and \(\alpha_{1:T}\) is given as

\[
p(\alpha_{1:T}, \theta|y_{1:T}) \propto p(\theta)p(\alpha_{1:T}, y_{1:T}|\theta) = p(\theta)p(y_{1:T}|\theta)p(\alpha_{1:T}|y_{1:T}, \theta)
\]

where \(p(y_{1:T}|\theta)\) is the marginal likelihood, and \(p(\alpha_{1:T}|y_{1:T}, \theta)\) is often referred as a smoothing distribution. However, instead of targeting this joint posterior, it is typically more efficient to target the marginal posterior \(p(\theta|y)\), and then given the sample \(\{\theta^i\}_{i=1}^n\) from this marginal posterior, simulate states \(\alpha^i_{1:T}\) from the smoothing distribution \(p(\alpha_{1:T}|y_{1:T}, \theta^i)\) for \(i = 1,\ldots,n\).
For Gaussian models given the parameters $\theta$, the marginal likelihood $p(y_{1:T}|\theta)$ can be computed using the well-known Kalman filter recursions, and there are several algorithms for simulating the states $\alpha_{1:T}$ from the smoothing distribution $p(\alpha_{1:T}|y_{1:T})$ (see for example J. Durbin and Koopman (2012)). Therefore we can straightforwardly apply standard MCMC algorithms. In \texttt{bssm}, we use an adaptive random walk Metropolis algorithm based on RAM (Vihola 2012) where we fix the target acceptance rate beforehand. There RAM algorithm is provided by the \texttt{ramcmc} package (J. Helske 2016). The complete adaptive MCMC algorithm of \texttt{bssm} for Gaussian models is as follows.

Given the target acceptance rate $a^*$ (e.g. 0.234) and $\gamma \in (0, 1]$ (the default 2/3 works well in practice), at iteration $i$:

1. Compute the proposal $\theta^i = \theta^{i-1} + S_{i-1}u^i$, where $u_i$ is simulated from the standard $d$-dimensional Gaussian distribution and $S_{i-1}$ is a lower diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements.
2. Accept the proposal with probability $a^i := \min\{1, \frac{p(\theta^i)p(y_{1:T}|\theta^i)}{p(\theta^{i-1})p(y_{1:T}|\theta^{i-1})}\}$.
3. If the proposal $\theta^i$ is accepted, set $\theta^i = \theta^i$ and simulate a realization (or multiple realizations) of the states $\alpha_{1:T}$ from $p(\alpha_{1:T}|y_{1:T}, \theta^i)$ using the simulation smoothing algorithm by J. Durbin and Koopman (2002). Otherwise, set $\theta^i = \theta^{i-1}$ and $\alpha_{1:T}^i = \alpha_{1:T}^{i-1}$.
4. Compute (using Cholesky update or downdate algorithm) the Cholesky factor matrix $S_i$ satisfying the equation
   \[
   S_i S_i^T = S_{i-1} \left( I + \min\{1, d_i^{-\gamma}\} (a^i - a^*) \frac{u_i u_i^T}{\|u_i\|^2} \right) S_{i-1}^T.
   \]

If the interest is in the posterior means and variances of the states, we can replace the simulation smoothing in step 3 with standard fixed interval smoothing which gives the smoothed estimates (expected values and variances) of the states given the data and the model parameters. From these, the posterior means and variances of the states can be computed straightforwardly.

### Non-Gaussian models

For non-linear/non-Gaussian models, the marginal likelihood $p(y_{1:T}|\theta)$ is typically not available in closed form. Thus we need to resort to simulation methods, which leads to pseudo-marginal MCMC algorithm (Lin, Liu, and Sloan 2000, Beaumont (2003), Andrieu and Roberts (2009)). The observational densities of our non-linear/non-Gaussian models are all twice differentiable, so we can straightforwardly use the Laplace approximation based on (J. Durbin and Koopman 2000). This gives us an approximating Gaussian model which has the same mode of $p(\alpha_{1:T}|y_{1:T}, \theta)$ as the original model. Often this approximating Gaussian model works well as such, and thus we can use it in MCMC scheme directly, which results in an approximate Bayesian inference. We can also use the approximating model together with importance sampling or particle filtering, which produces exact Bayesian inference on $p(\alpha_{1:T}, \theta|y_{1:T})$.

We will illustrate our approach using simple importance sampling. We can factor the likelihood of the non-Gaussian model as (J. Durbin and Koopman 2012)

\[
p(y_{1:T}|\theta) = \int g(\alpha_{1:T}, y_{1:T}|\theta) d\alpha
= g(y_{1:T}|\theta) E_g \left[ \frac{g(y_{1:T}|\alpha_{1:T}, \theta)}{g(y_{1:T}|\alpha_{1:T}, \theta)} \right],
\]

where $\tilde{g}(y_{1:T}|\theta)$ is the likelihood of the Gaussian approximating model and the expectation is taken with
respect to the Gaussian density \( g(\alpha | y, \theta) \). Equivalently we can write
\[
\log p(y_{1:T} | \theta) = \log g(y_{1:T} | \theta) + \log E_g \left[ \frac{g(y_{1:T} | \alpha_{1:T}, \theta)}{g(y_{1:T} | \alpha_{1:T}, \theta)} \right] \\
= \log g(y_{1:T} | \theta) + \log \frac{g(y_{1:T} | \alpha_{1:T}, \theta)}{g(y_{1:T} | \alpha_{1:T}, \theta)} + \log E_g \left[ \frac{g(y_{1:T} | \alpha, \theta) / g(y_{1:T} | \alpha_{1:T}, \theta)}{g(y_{1:T} | \alpha_{1:T}, \theta) / g(y_{1:T} | \alpha_{1:T}, \theta)} \right] \\
= \log g(y | \theta) + \log \hat{w} + \log E_g w^* \\
\approx \log g(y | \theta) + \log \hat{w} + \log \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_j^* ,
\]
where \( \hat{\alpha}_{1:T} \) is the conditional mode estimate obtained from the approximating Gaussian model. For approximating inference, we simply omit the term \( \log \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_j^* \).

In principle, when using the exact Bayesian inference we should simulate multiple realizations of the states \( \alpha_{1:T} \) in each iteration of MCMC in order to compute \( \log \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_j^* \). Fortunately, we can use so called delayed acceptance (DA) approach (Christen and Fox 2005, Banterle et al. 2015) which speeds up the computation considerably. Instead of single acceptance step we use two-stage approach as follows.

1. Make initial acceptance of the given proposal \( \theta' \) with probability \( \min \left\{ 1, \frac{p(y_{1:T} | \theta') w'}{p(y_{1:T} | \theta) w} \right\} \).
2. If accepted, perform the importance sampling of the states \( \alpha_{1:T} \) and make the delayed acceptance with probability \( \min \left\{ 1, \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_j^{i-1} / \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_j^* \right\} \).
3. If the delayed acceptance is successful, set \( \theta^i = \theta' \) and sample one (or multiple) realization of the previously simulated states with weights \( w_j^*, j = 1, \ldots, N \) (with replacement in case of multiple samples are stored). Otherwise, set \( \theta^i = \theta^{i-1} \) and similarly for the states.

If our approximation is good, then most of the times when we accept in the first stage we also accept in seconds stage, and thus we often need to simulate the states only for each accepted state. Compared to standard pseudo-marginal approach where we need to simulate the states for each proposal, DA can provide substantial computational benefits.

However, the simple importance approach does not scale well with the data, leading to large variance in importance weights. Thus it is more efficient to use particle filtering based simulation methods for the marginal likelihood estimation and state simulation. Although \texttt{bssm} supports standard bootstrap particle filter (Gordon, Salmond, and Smith 1993), we recommend using more efficient \( \psi \)-auxiliary particle filter (Vihola, Helske, and Franks 2017) which makes use of our approximating Gaussian model. With \( \psi \)-APF, we typically need only a very few particles (say 10) for relatively accurate likelihood estimate, which again speeds up the computations.

In addition to standard pseudo-marginal MCMC or its DA variant, \texttt{bssm} also supports the importance sampling type correction method presented in Vihola, Helske, and Franks (2017). Here the MCMC algorithm targets the approximate marginal posterior of \( \theta \), and the correction to actual target joint posterior is made in offline fashion using SMC. Essentially it has all the same ingredients as DA algorithm described above, but by splitting work into to separate tasks, we get additional computational benefits over DA as we need to run the particle filter only for each accepted value of the Markov chain (after burnin), and the weight computations are straightforwardly parallelisable. For efficiency comparisons between IS-weighting and DA, see Vihola, Helske, and Franks (2017) and Franks and Vihola (2017).

For all MCMC algorithms, \texttt{bssm} uses so-called jump chain representation of the Markov chain \( X_1, \ldots, X_n \), where we only store each accepted \( X_k \) and the number of steps we stayed on the same state. So for example if \( X_{1:n} = (1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2) \), we present such chain as \( \bar{X} = (1, 2, 1) \), \( N = (1, 2, 3) \). This approach reduces the storage space, and makes it more efficient to use importance sampling type correction algorithms. One drawback of this approach is that the results from the MCMC runs correspond to weighted samples from the target posterior, so some of the commonly used postprocessing tools need to be adjusted. Of course in case of other methods than IS-weighting, the simplest option is to just expand the samples using the stored counts \( N \) instead.
Non-linear model state densities

In case the state equation is non-linear, the standard particle MCMC approach using bootstrap filter can still be used. For delayed acceptance and IS-weighting approaches, as well as \psi\text{-APF}, new approximation techniques are needed. For this tasks, the \texttt{bssm} supports approximations by extended Kalman filter (EKF). Same approach is also applicable to the case with non-linear Gaussian observation densities. Due to the more general form of these models, definition of these models with \texttt{bssm} is slightly more complex. The general non-linear Gaussian model in the \texttt{bssm} has following form:

\[ y_t = Z(t, \alpha_t, \theta) + H(t, \alpha_t, \theta) \epsilon_t, \alpha_1 = T(t, \alpha_t, \theta) + R(t, \alpha_t, \theta) \eta_t, \alpha_t \sim N(\alpha_1(\theta), P_1(\theta)), \]

with \( t = 1, \ldots, n, \epsilon_t \sim N(0, I_p), \) and \( \eta \sim N(0, I_k). \) Here vector \( \theta \) contains the unknown model parameters. Functions \( T(\cdot), H(\cdot), T(\cdot), R(\cdot), a_1(\cdot), P_1(\cdot), \) as well as functions defining the Jacobians of \( Z(\cdot) \) and \( T(\cdot) \) needed by the EKF and the prior distribution for \( \theta \) must be defined by user as external pointers to C++ functions. All of these functions can also depend on some known parameters, defined as \texttt{known_params} (vector) and \texttt{known_tv_params} (matrix with \( n \) columns) arguments to \texttt{nlg_ssm} function. Note that while using the Laplace approximation as intermediate step is typically always more efficient that standard BSF based particle MCMC, the EKF approximation can be very unstable, and thus the the methods using EKF in the approximation phase can have poor performance in some cases.

Time-discretised diffusion models

The \texttt{bssm} package also supports models where the state equation is defined as a continuous time diffusion model of form

\[ \text{d} \alpha_k = \mu(t, \alpha_k, \theta) \text{d}t + \sigma(t, \alpha_k, \theta) \text{d}B_t, \quad t \geq 0, \]

where \( B_t \) is a (vector valued) Brownian motion and where \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) are vector and matrix valued functions, with the univariate observation density \( p(y_k|\alpha_k) \) defined at integer times \( k = 1, \ldots, n. \) As these transition densities are generally unavailable for non-linear diffusions, we use Millstein time-discretisation scheme for approximate simulation with bootstrap particle filter. Fine discretisation mesh gives less bias than the coarser one, with increased computational complexity. The DA and IS approaches can be used to speed up the inference by using coarse discretisation in the first stage, and then using more fine mesh in the second stage. For comparison of DA and IS approaches in case of geometric Brownian motion model, see again Virola, Helske, and Franks (2017). Like non-linear Gaussian models, this model is also defined by small C++ snippets.

Package functionality

Main functions of \texttt{bssm} is written in C++, with help of \texttt{Rcpp} and \texttt{RcppArmadillo} packages. On the Rside, package uses S3 methods in order to provide relatively unified workflow independent of the type of the model one is working with. The model building functions such as \texttt{ng_bsm} and \texttt{svm} are used to construct the actual state models which can be then passed to other methods, such as \texttt{logLik} and \texttt{run_mcmc} which compute the log-likelihood value and run MCMC algorithm respectively. We will now briefly describe the main functions and methods of \texttt{bssm}, for more detailed descriptions of different function arguments and return values, see the corresponding documentation in \texttt{R}.

Model building functions

For linear-Gaussian models, \texttt{bssm} offers functions \texttt{bsm} for basic univariate structural time series models (BSM), \texttt{ar1} for univariate, possibly noisy AR(1) process, as well as general \texttt{lgg_ssm} for arbitrary (multivariate) LGSSMs, defined via pointers to user supplied C++ functions. There is also a function \texttt{gssm} for general univariate LGSM where user defines the system matrices directly as R objects, which can be more convenient in many cases. However, defining the priors for this model is somewhat more restricted, whereas for \texttt{lgg_ssm}, arbitrary prior definitions can be used. As an example, consider a Gaussian local linear trend model of form
\[
y_t = \mu_t + \epsilon_t,
\mu_{t+1} = \mu_t + \nu_t + \eta_t,
\nu_{t+1} = \nu_t + \xi_t,
\]
with zero-mean Gaussian noise terms \(\epsilon_t, \eta_t, \xi_t\) with unknown standard deviations. This model can be built with \texttt{bsm} function as

```r
library("bssm")
data("nhtemp", package = "datasets")
prior <- halfnormal(1, 10)
bsm_model <- bsm(y = nhtemp, sd_y = prior, sd_level = prior, 
sd_slope = prior)
```

Here we use helper function \texttt{halfnormal} which defines half-Normal prior distribution for the standard deviation parameters, with first argument defining the initial value of the parameter, and second defines the scale parameter of the half-Normal distribution. Other prior options are \texttt{normal} and \texttt{uniform}.

Same model could also by built with \texttt{lgg_ssm}, by defining the small C++ snippets and passing the corresponding external pointers to \texttt{lgg_ssm}. For the BSM model, we can use following \texttt{cpp} file:

```cpp
#include <RcppArmadillo.h>
// [[Rcpp::depends(RcppArmadillo)]]
// [[Rcpp::interfaces(r, cpp)]]

// theta:
// theta(0) = standard deviation sigma_y
// theta(1) = standard deviation sigma_level
// theta(2) = standard deviation sigma_slope
//
// Function for the prior mean of alpha_1
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::vec a1_fn(const arma::vec& theta, const arma::vec& known_params) {
  return arma::vec(2, arma::fill::zeros);
}

// Function for the prior variance of alpha_1
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat P1_fn(const arma::vec& theta, const arma::vec& known_params) {
  arma::mat P1(2, 2, arma::fill::zeros);
  P1(0, 0) = 1000;
  P1(1, 1) = 1000;
  return P1;
}

// Function for the Cholesky of the observational level covariance matrix
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat H_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta, 
               const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
  // note no transformations, needs to check for positivity in prior
  // we could also use exp(theta) here and work with the corresponding prior
  arma::mat H(1, 1);
}
```
\[ H(0, 0) = \theta(0); \]
\[ \text{return } H; \]

// Function for the Cholesky of state level covariance matrix
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat R_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params,
               const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    arma::mat R(2, 2, arma::fill::zeros);
    R(0, 0) = theta(1);
    R(1, 1) = theta(2);
    return R;
}

// Z function
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat Z_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params,
               const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    arma::mat Z(1, 2, arma::fill::zeros);
    Z(0, 0) = 1.0;
    return Z;
}

// T function
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat T_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params,
               const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    arma::mat T(2, 2, arma::fill::ones);
    T(1, 0) = 0.0;
    return T;
}

// input to state equation
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::vec C_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params,
               const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    return arma::vec(2, arma::fill::zeros);
}

// input to observation equation
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::vec D_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params,
               const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    return arma::vec(1, arma::fill::zeros);
}

// # log-prior pdf for theta
// [[Rcpp::export]]
double log_prior_pdf(const arma::vec& theta) {
    double log_pdf = -std::numeric_limits<double>::infinity();
    if (arma::all(theta >= 0)) {
        log_pdf = R::dnorm(theta(0), 0, 10, 1) +
    }
}
R::dnorm(theta(1), 0, 10, 1) +
R::dnorm(theta(2), 0, 10, 1);
}

return log_pdf;
}

// Create pointers, no need to touch this if
// you don't alter the function names above
// [[Rcpp::export]]
Rcpp::List create_xptrs() {

    // typedef for a pointer returning matrices Z, H, T, and R
    typedef arma::mat (*lmat_fnPtr)(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
                                   const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params);
    // typedef for a pointer of linear function of lgg-model equation returning vectors D and C
    typedef arma::vec (*lvec_fnPtr)(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
                                    const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params);

    // typedef for a pointer returning vector a1
    typedef arma::vec (*a1_fnPtr)(const arma::vec& theta, const arma::vec& known_params);
    // typedef for a pointer returning matrix P1
    typedef arma::mat (*P1_fnPtr)(const arma::vec& theta, const arma::vec& known_params);
    // typedef for a pointer of log-prior function
    typedef double (*prior_fnPtr)(const arma::vec&);

    return Rcpp::List::create(
                               Rcpp::Named("a1_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<a1_fnPtr>(new a1_fnPtr(&a1_fn)),
                               Rcpp::Named("P1_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<P1_fnPtr>(new P1_fnPtr(&P1_fn)),
                               Rcpp::Named("Z_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<lmat_fnPtr>(new lmat_fnPtr(&Z_fn)),
                               Rcpp::Named("H_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<lmat_fnPtr>(new lmat_fnPtr(&H_fn)),
                               Rcpp::Named("T_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<lmat_fnPtr>(new lmat_fnPtr(&T_fn)),
                               Rcpp::Named("R_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<lmat_fnPtr>(new lmat_fnPtr(&R_fn)),
                               Rcpp::Named("D_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<lvec_fnPtr>(new lvec_fnPtr(&D_fn)),
                               Rcpp::Named("C_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<lvec_fnPtr>(new lvec_fnPtr(&C_fn)),
                               Rcpp::Named("log_prior_pdf") = Rcpp::XPtr<prior_fnPtr>(new prior_fnPtr(&log_prior_pdf)));
}

Note that most of this code is general and can be modified to specific models accordingly by changing the function bodies. Word of caution when using these C++ snippets: Due to the use of pointers, users must recompile and construct the model objects in each R session, i.e. saving and later loading the model object is not sufficient. Also, using the sourceCpp function from the Rcpp package repeatedly for the recompilation of the external pointers from the same file can cause R crash unexpectedly, if the corresponding cache directory is not changed between compilations.

We can then compile the file and construct the model as

Rcpp::sourceCpp("lgg_ssm_template.cpp", rebuild = TRUE, cleanupCacheDir = TRUE)

## Warning in normalizePath(path.expand(path), winslash, mustWork):
## path[1]="C:/Users/jouhe21/AppData/Local/Temp/RtmpoeNVtr/Rbuild34ac64ff1c4a/
## bsms/vignettes/../inst/include": The system cannot find the file specified
pntrs <- create_xptrs()
bsm_model2 <- lgg_ssm(y = nhtemp, Z = pntrs$Z, H = pntrs$H, T = pntrs$T, R = pntrs$R,
a1 = pntrs$a1, P1 = pntrs$P1, state_intercept = pntrs$C, obs_intercept = pntrs$D,
log_prior_pdf = pntrs$log_prior_pdf, theta = rep(1, 3),
n_states = 2, state_names = c("level", "slope"), time_varying = rep(FALSE, 6))

Compared to bsm, we need to manually define the actual number of states, and optionally their names. We can also use argument time_varying for defining whether or not some of the system matrices vary in time or not which can lead to some computational savings. And we seem to get identical results as expected:

```r
logLik(bsm_model)
## [1] -127.639
logLik(bsm_model2)
## [1] -127.639
```

For non-Gaussian models, function ng_bsm can be used for constructing an BSM model where the observations are assumed to be distributed according to Poisson, binomial or negative binomial distribution. The syntax is nearly identical as in case of bsm, but we now define also the distribution via argument distribution, and depending on the model, we can also define parameters u and phi. For Poisson and negative binomial models, the known parameter u corresponds to the offset term, whereas in case of binomial model u defines the number of trials. For negative binomial model, argument phi defines the dispersion term, which can be given as a fixed value, or as a prior function. For same observational densities, a model where the state equation follows a first order autoregressive process can be defined using the function ng_ar1. Finally, a stochastic volatility model can be defined using a function svm, and an arbitrary linear-Gaussian state model with Poisson, binomial or negative binomial distributed observations can be defined with ngssm.

For models where the state equation is now longer linear-Gaussian, we can again use our pointer-based interface. General non-linear Gaussian model can be defined with the function nlg_ssm, with similar fashion as in case of lgg_ssm. A template for nlg_ssm can be found in the Appendix.

As a relatively new feature, bssm now supports also discretely observed diffusion models where the state process is assumed to be continuous stochastic process. These can be constructed using the sde_ssm function, which takes pointers to C++ functions defining the drift, diffusion, the derivative of the diffusion function, and the log-densities of the observations and the prior. As an example, let us consider an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process

\[
d\alpha_t = \rho(\nu - \alpha_t)dt + \sigma dB_t,
\]

with parameters \(\theta = (\phi, \nu, \sigma) = (0.5, 2, 1)\) and the initial condition \(\alpha_0 = 1\). For observation density, we use Poisson distribution with parameter \(\exp(\alpha_k)\). We first simulate a trajectory \(x_0, \ldots, x_n\) using the sde.sim function from the sde package (Iacus 2016) and use that for the simulation of observations \(y\):

```r
set.seed(1)
suppressMessages(library("sde"))
x <- sde.sim(t0 = 0, T = 100, X0 = 1, N = 100,
  drift = expression(0.5 * (2 - x)),
  sigma = expression(1),
  sigma.x = expression(0))
y <- rpois(100, exp(x[-1]))
```

We then compile and build the model as in the case of lgg_ssm model:

```r
Rcpp::sourceCpp("sde_ssm_template.cpp", rebuild = TRUE,
cleanupCacheDir = TRUE)
```
Filtering and smoothing

Filtering refers to estimating the conditional densities of the hidden states at time $t$, given the observations up to that point. For linear-Gaussian models, these densities can be efficiently computed using the Kalman filter recursions. The bssm has a method kfilter for this task. For models defined with the ngssm, ng_bsm, ng_ar1, and svm functions, kfilter will first construct an approximating Gaussian model for which the Kalman filter is then used. For details of this approximation, see James Durbin and Koopman (1997) and Vihola, Helske, and Franks (2017). For non-linear models defined by nlgs it is possible to perform filtering using extended Kalman filter (EKF) with the function ekf, or unscented Kalman filter with the function ukf. It is also possible to use iterated EKF (IEKF) by changing the argument iekf_iter of the ekf function. Compared to EKF, in IEKF the observation equation is linearized iteratively within each time step. While Kalman filter solves the filtering problem exactly in case of linear-Gaussian models, EKF, UKF, and the filtering based on the approximating Gaussian models produce only approximate, possibly biased filtering estimates for general models. This problem can be solved by the use of particle filters (PF). These sequential Monte Carlo methods are computationally more expensive, but can in principle deal with almost arbitrary state space models. The bssm supports general bootstrap particle filter (BSF) for all model classes of the bssm. For ngssm, ng_bsm, ng_ar1, and svm models we recommend the particle filter called ψ-APF (Vihola, Helske, and Franks 2017) which makes use of the previously mentioned approximating Gaussian model in order to produce more efficient filter. It is also available for nlgs models but in case of severe non-linearities, it is not necessarily best option.

Compared to filtering problem, in smoothing problems we are interested in the conditional densities of the hidden states at certain time point $t$ given all the observations $y_1, \ldots, y_t, \ldots, y_n$. Again for linear-Gaussian models we can use so called Kalman smoothing recursions, where as in case of more general models we can rely on approximating methods, or smoothing algorithms based on the output of particle filters. Currently only filter-smoother approach (Kitagawa 1996) for particle smoothing is fully supported.

Markov chain Monte Carlo

The main purpose of the bssm is to allow efficient MCMC-based inference for various state space models. For this task, a method run_mcmc can be used. The function takes large number of arguments, depending on the model class, but for many of these, default values are provided. For linear-Gaussian models, we only need to supply the number of iterations. Here we define a random walk model with a drift and stochastic seasonal component for UK gas consumption dataset and use 40 000 MCMC iteration where first half is discarded by default as a burn-in (burn-in phase is also used for the adaptation of the proposal distribution):
## Iterations = 20001:40000
## Thinning interval = 1
## Length of the final jump chain = 4556
## Acceptance rate after the burn-in period: 0.2278
## Summary for theta:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sd_y</td>
<td>0.016524753</td>
<td>0.005769799</td>
<td>3.061102e-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd_level</td>
<td>0.004766783</td>
<td>0.0033137810</td>
<td>1.494203e-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd_slope</td>
<td>0.001225076</td>
<td>0.0006173516</td>
<td>1.777114e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd_seasonal</td>
<td>0.026263515</td>
<td>0.0037616156</td>
<td>1.175557e-04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Effective sample sizes for theta:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sd_y</td>
<td>355.2673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd_level</td>
<td>491.8453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd_slope</td>
<td>847.5025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd_seasonal</td>
<td>1023.9098</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Summary for alpha_109:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>level</td>
<td>2.844585481</td>
<td>0.017431253</td>
<td>0.0003730380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slope</td>
<td>0.009776506</td>
<td>0.003955771</td>
<td>0.0000848104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seasonal_1</td>
<td>0.267547141</td>
<td>0.035599888</td>
<td>0.0006937992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seasonal_2</td>
<td>0.061327323</td>
<td>0.018047377</td>
<td>0.0003756746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seasonal_3</td>
<td>-0.295133673</td>
<td>0.015433476</td>
<td>0.0003272101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Effective sample sizes for alpha_109:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>level</td>
<td>2183.490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slope</td>
<td>2175.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seasonal_1</td>
<td>2632.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seasonal_2</td>
<td>2242.714</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Run time:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>user</th>
<th>system</th>
<th>elapsed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.11</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>16.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that all MCMC algorithms of bssm output also state forecasts for the timepoint $n + 1$, the summary statistics of this state is also shown in the output above.

For plotting purposes, we’ll use bayesplot package for the figures after expanding our jump chain representation. The function expand_sample expands the jump chain representation to typical Markov chain, and returns an object of class mcmc of the coda package (Plummer et al. 2006) (thus the plotting and diagnostic methods of coda can also be used).

```r
theta <- expand_sample(mcmc_bsm, "theta")
suppressMessages(library("bayesplot"))
mcmc_areas(theta, bw = 0.001)
```
level <- expand_sample(mcmc_bsm, "alpha", times = 101:109, states = 1)
mcmc_areas(level, bw = 0.005)
Using the `summary` method we can obtain the posterior estimates of the trend:

```r
sumr <- summary(mcmc_bsm)
level <- sumr$states$Mean[, 1]
lwr <- level - 1.96 * sumr$states$SD[, 1]
upr <- level + 1.96 * sumr$states$SD[, 1]
ts.plot(UKgas_model$y, cbind(level, lwr, upr), col = c(1, 2, 2, 2), lty = c(1, 1, 2, 2))
```

For prediction intervals, we first build a model for the future time points, and then use the previously obtained posterior samples for the prediction:

```r
future_model <- UKgas_model
future_model$y <- ts(rep(NA, 24), start = end(UKgas_model$y) + c(0, 1), frequency = 4)
pred <- predict(mcmc_bsm, future_model, probs = c(0.025, 0.1, 0.9, 0.975))
ts.plot(log10(UKgas), pred$mean, pred$intervals[, -3],
        col = c(1, 2, c(3, 4, 4, 3)), lty = c(1, 1, rep(2, 4)))
```

Now same with `ggplot2`:

```r
require("ggplot2")
```

```r
## Loading required package: ggplot2

## Warning: package 'ggplot2' was built under R version 3.5.2

level_fit <- ts(colMeans(expand_sample(mcmc_bsm, "alpha")$level), start = start(UKgas_model$y), frequency = 4)
```
Figure 1: Smoothed trend component with 95% intervals.
Figure 2: Mean predictions and prediction intervals.
Figure 3: Prediction plots with ggplot2.

```r
autoplot(pred, y = UKgas_model$y, fit = level_fit, interval_color = "red", alpha_fill = 0.2)
```

We can also obtain predictions in terms of individual components of the state vector:

```r
pred_state <- predict(mcmc_bsm, future_model, probs = c(0.025, 0.1, 0.9, 0.975), type = "state")
ts.plot(log10(UKgas), level_fit, pred_state$mean[, "level"], pred_state$intervals$level[, -3], col = c(1, 2, 2, c(3, 4, 4, 3)), lty = c(1, 1, 1, rep(2, 4)))
```

### Comparison of MCMC algorithms for non-Gaussian models

Vihola, Helske, and Franks (2017) compared the computational efficiency of delayed acceptance MCMC and importance sampling type MCMC approaches in various settings. Here we make a small experiment comparing the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) with Stan, and IS-MCMC with bssm.

We again consider the case of local linear trend model, but this time with Poisson observations. We simulate one realization of length \( n = 250 \) with the standard deviation of the slope equation noise \( \sigma_\zeta = 0.001 \) and the level equation \( \sigma_\eta = 0.2 \).

```r
set.seed(1)
n <- 250
slope <- cumsum(c(0, rnorm(n - 1, sd = 0.001)))
```
Figure 4: State prediction.
level <- cumsum(slope + c(0, rnorm(n - 1, sd = 0.2)))
y <- rpois(n, exp(level))
ts.plot(y)

For IS approach we can use `ng_bsm` function for model building, and run the corresponding MCMC algorithm with `run_mcmc`. As priors, we use fairly uninformative half-Normal distribution with standard deviations 1 for $\sigma_\eta$ and 0.1 for $\sigma_\xi$. For the initial state, matrix $P_1$ defines the initial variance matrix of the Gaussian prior, which by default corresponds to the diagonal matrix with 1000 on the diagonal. We modify these variances to more reasonable level:

```
poisson_model <- ng_bsm(y, sd_level = halfnormal(0.01, 1), sd_slope = halfnormal(0.01, 0.1),
P1 = diag(c(10, 0.1)), distribution = "poisson")
```

We use burn-in phase of length 10,000 and run 100,000 iterations after the burn-in.

```
mcmc_is <- run_mcmc(poisson_model, n_iter = 1.1e5, n_burnin = 1e4, nsim_states = 10, method = "is2")
```

Then HMC using the `rstan` package. We first define the data and initial values for the model, which is defined in the `stan_model.stan` file (see Appendix), and run the algorithm with `stan` function:

```
library("rstan")

stan_data <- list(n = n, y = y, a1 = c(0, 0), sqrtP1 = sqrt(c(10, 0.1)),
                  sd_prior_means = rep(0, 2), sd_prior_sds = c(1, 0.1))
stan_inits <- list(list(theta = c(0.01, 0.01),
                       slope_std = rep(0, n), level_std = log(y + 0.1)))
```
mcmc_stan <- stan("stan_model.stan",
    control = list(adapt_delta = 0.99, max_treedepth = 15),
    data = stan_data, iter = 5000,
    chains = 1, cores = 1, init = stan_inits)

We get some warnings about divergent transitions, And some results:

```
sum(get_elapsed_time(mcmc_stan))
mcmc_is$time[3]
```

```
summary(mcmc_stan, pars = "theta")$summary
summary_is <- summary(mcmc_is, return_se = TRUE)
summary_is$theta
```

```
rbind(summary(mcmc_stan, pars = "level[1]")$summary,
    summary(mcmc_stan, pars = "slope[1]")$summary[, c(1,3,2)]
)cbind(Mean = summary_is$states$Mean[1, ], SD = summary_is$states$SD[1, ],
    SE = summary_is$states$SE[1, ])
```

```
rbind(summary(mcmc_stan, pars = "level[250]")$summary,
    summary(mcmc_stan, pars = "slope[250]")$summary[, c(1,3,2)]
)cbind(Mean = summary_is$states$Mean[n, ], SD = summary_is$states$SD[n, ],
    SE = summary_is$states$SE[n, ])
```

While Stan gives much more accurate results relative to the number of iterations, the computational burden is also much higher, leading to overall less efficient inference than with bssm, which is designed for more specific problems.
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Appendix

Template for general linear-Gaussian model

```
#include <RcppArmadillo.h>
// [[Rcpp::depends(RcppArmadillo)]]
// [[Rcpp::interfaces(r, cpp)]]

// theta:
// theta(0) = standard deviation sigma_y
// theta(1) = standard deviation sigma_level
// theta(2) = standard deviation sigma_slope
//
// Function for the prior mean of alpha_1
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::vec ai_fn(const arma::vec& theta, const arma::vec& known_params) {
```
// Function for the prior variance of alpha_1
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat P1_fn(const arma::vec& theta, const arma::vec& known_params) {
    arma::mat P1(2, 2, arma::fill::zeros);
    P1(0, 0) = 1000;
    P1(1, 1) = 1000;
    return P1;
}

// Function for the Cholesky of the observational level covariance matrix
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat H_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params,
               const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    arma::mat H(1, 1);
    H(0, 0) = theta(0);
    return H;
}

// Function for the Cholesky of state level covariance matrix
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat R_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params,
               const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    arma::mat R(2, 2, arma::fill::zeros);
    R(0, 0) = theta(1);
    R(1, 1) = theta(2);
    return R;
}

// Z function
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat Z_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params,
               const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    arma::mat Z(1, 2, arma::fill::zeros);
    Z(0, 0) = 1.0;
    return Z;
}

// T function
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat T_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params,
               const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    arma::mat T(2, 2, arma::fill::ones);
    T(1, 0) = 0.0;
    return T;
}

// input to state equation
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::vec C_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    return arma::vec(2, arma::fill::zeros);
}

// input to observation equation
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::vec D_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    return arma::vec(1, arma::fill::zeros);
}

// # log-prior pdf for theta
// [[Rcpp::export]]
double log_prior_pdf(const arma::vec& theta) {
    double log_pdf = -std::numeric_limits<double>::infinity();
    if (arma::all(theta >= 0)) {
        log_pdf = R::dnorm(theta(0), 0, 10, 1) +
                  R::dnorm(theta(1), 0, 10, 1) +
                  R::dnorm(theta(2), 0, 10, 1);
    }

    return log_pdf;
}

// Create pointers, no need to touch this if
// you don’t alter the function names above
// [[Rcpp::export]]
Rcpp::List create_xptrs() {

    // typedef for a pointer returning matrices Z, H, T, and R
    typedef arma::mat (*lmat_fnPtr)(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
                                    const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params);

    // typedef for a pointer of linear function of lgg-model equation returning vectors D and C
    typedef arma::vec (*lvec_fnPtr)(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta,
                                    const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params);

    // typedef for a pointer returning vector a1
    typedef arma::vec (*a1_fnPtr)(const arma::vec& theta,
                                  const arma::vec& known_params);

    // typedef for a pointer returning matrix P1
    typedef arma::mat (*P1_fnPtr)(const arma::vec& theta,
                                  const arma::vec& known_params);

    // typedef for a pointer of log-prior function
    typedef double (*prior_fnPtr)(const arma::vec&);

    return Rcpp::List::create(
        Rcpp::Named("a1_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<a1_fnPtr>(new a1_fnPtr(&a1_fn)),
        Rcpp::Named("P1_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<P1_fnPtr>(new P1_fnPtr(&P1_fn)),
        Rcpp::Named("Z_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<lmat_fnPtr>(new lmat_fnPtr(&Z_fn)),
        Rcpp::Named("H_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<lmat_fnPtr>(new lmat_fnPtr(&H_fn)),
        Rcpp::Named("T_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<lmat_fnPtr>(new lmat_fnPtr(&T_fn)),
        Rcpp::Named("R_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<lmat_fnPtr>(new lmat_fnPtr(&R_fn))),
Rcpp::Named("D_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<lvec_fnPtr>(new lvec_fnPtr(&D_fn)),
Rcpp::Named("C_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<lvec_fnPtr>(new lvec_fnPtr(&C_fn)),
Rcpp::Named("log_prior_pdf") =
    Rcpp::XPtr<prior_fnPtr>(new prior_fnPtr(&log_prior_pdf));}

Template for non-linear Gaussian model

// A template for building a general non-linear Gaussian state space model
// Here we define an univariate growth model (see vignette growth_model)

#include <RcppArmadillo.h>
// [[Rcpp::depends(RcppArmadillo)]]
// [[Rcpp::interfaces(r, cpp)]]

// Function for the prior mean of alpha_1
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::vec a1_fn(const arma::vec& theta, const arma::vec& known_params) {
  arma::vec a1(2);
  a1(0) = known_params(2);
  a1(1) = known_params(3);
  return a1;
}

// Function for the prior covariance matrix of alpha_1
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat P1_fn(const arma::vec& theta, const arma::vec& known_params) {
  arma::mat P1(2, 2, arma::fill::zeros);
  P1(0, 0) = known_params(4);
  P1(1, 1) = known_params(5);
  return P1;
}

// Function for the Cholesky of observational level covariance matrix
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat H_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& alpha, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
  arma::mat H(1, 1);
  H(0, 0) = theta(0);
  return H;
}

// Function for the Cholesky of state level covariance matrix
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat R_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& alpha, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
  arma::mat R(2, 2, arma::fill::zeros);
  R(0, 0) = theta(1);
  R(1, 1) = theta(2);
  return R;
}
// Z function
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::vec Z_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& alpha, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    arma::vec tmp(1);
    tmp(0) = alpha(1);
    return tmp;
}

// Jacobian of Z function
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat Z_gn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& alpha, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    arma::mat Z_gn(1, 2);
    Z_gn(0, 0) = 0.0;
    Z_gn(0, 1) = 1.0;
    return Z_gn;
}

// T function
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::vec T_fn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& alpha, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    double dT = known_params(0);
    double k = known_params(1);
    arma::vec alpha_new(2);
    alpha_new(0) = alpha(0);
    alpha_new(1) = k * alpha(1) * exp(alpha(0) * dT) /
                  (k + alpha(1) * (exp(alpha(0) * dT) - 1));

    return alpha_new;
}

// Jacobian of T function
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::mat T_gn(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& alpha, const arma::vec& theta,
               const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params) {
    double dT = known_params(0);
    double k = known_params(1);
    double tmp = exp(alpha(0) * dT) /
                 std::pow(k + alpha(1) * (exp(alpha(0) * dT) - 1), 2);

    arma::mat Tg(2, 2);
    Tg(0, 0) = 1.0;
    Tg(0, 1) = 0;
    Tg(1, 0) = k * alpha(1) * dT * (k - alpha(1)) * tmp;
    Tg(1, 1) = k * k * tmp;

    return Tg;
}
double log_prior_pdf(const arma::vec& theta) {

    double log_pdf;
    if (arma::any(theta < 0)) {
        log_pdf = -std::numeric_limits<double>::infinity();
    } else {
        // weakly informative priors.
        // Note that negative values are handled above
        log_pdf = R::dnorm(theta(0), 0, 10, 1) + R::dnorm(theta(1), 0, 10, 1) +
                  R::dnorm(theta(2), 0, 10, 1);
    }
    return log_pdf;
}

// Create pointers, no need to touch this if
// you don't alter the function names above
// [[Rcpp::export]]
Rcpp::List create_xptrs() {

    // typedef for a pointer of nonlinear function of model equation returning vec (T, Z)
    typedef arma::vec (*nvec_fnPtr)(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta, const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params);
    // typedef for a pointer of nonlinear function returning mat (Tg, Zg, H, R)
    typedef arma::mat (*nmat_fnPtr)(const unsigned int t, const arma::vec& theta, const arma::vec& known_params, const arma::mat& known_tv_params);

    // typedef for a pointer returning a1
    typedef arma::vec (*a1_fnPtr)(const arma::vec& theta, const arma::vec& known_params);

    // typedef for a pointer returning P1
    typedef arma::mat (*P1_fnPtr)(const arma::vec& theta, const arma::vec& known_params);

    // typedef for a pointer of log-prior function
    typedef double (*prior_fnPtr)(const arma::vec&);

    return Rcpp::List::create(
        Rcpp::Named("a1_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<a1_fnPtr>(new a1_fnPtr(&a1_fn)),
        Rcpp::Named("P1_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<P1_fnPtr>(new P1_fnPtr(&P1_fn)),
        Rcpp::Named("Z_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<nvec_fnPtr>(new nvec_fnPtr(&Z_fn)),
        Rcpp::Named("H_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<nmat_fnPtr>(new nmat_fnPtr(&H_fn)),
        Rcpp::Named("T_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<nvec_fnPtr>(new nvec_fnPtr(&T_fn)),
        Rcpp::Named("R_fn") = Rcpp::XPtr<nmat_fnPtr>(new nmat_fnPtr(&R_fn)),
        Rcpp::Named("Z_gn") = Rcpp::XPtr<nmat_fnPtr>(new nmat_fnPtr(&Z_gn)),
        Rcpp::Named("T_gn") = Rcpp::XPtr<nmat_fnPtr>(new nmat_fnPtr(&T_gn)),
        Rcpp::Named("log_prior_pdf") =
            Rcpp::XPtr<prior_fnPtr>(new prior_fnPtr(&log_prior_pdf));
    )
}

Template for SDE model
// A template for building a univariate discretely observed diffusion model
// Here we define a latent Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process with Poisson observations
// \[ d\alpha_t = \rho (\nu - \alpha_t) \, dt + \sigma \, dB_t, \, t\geq0 \]
// \[ y_k \sim \text{Poisson}(\exp(\alpha_k)), \, k = 1, \ldots, n \]

#include <RcppArmadillo.h>
// [[Rcpp::depends(RcppArmadillo)]]
// [[Rcpp::interfaces(r, cpp)]]

// x: state
// theta: vector of parameters

// theta(0) = rho
// theta(1) = nu
// theta(2) = sigma

// Drift function
// [[Rcpp::export]]
double drift(const double x, const arma::vec& theta) {
    return theta(0) * (theta(1) - x);
}

// diffusion function
// [[Rcpp::export]]
double diffusion(const double x, const arma::vec& theta) {
    return theta(2);
}

// Derivative of the diffusion function
// [[Rcpp::export]]
double ddiffusion(const double x, const arma::vec& theta) {
    return 0.0;
}

// log-density of the prior
// [[Rcpp::export]]
double log_prior_pdf(const arma::vec& theta) {
    double log_pdf;
    if(theta(0) <= 0.0 || theta(2) <= 0.0) {
        log_pdf = -std::numeric_limits<double>::infinity();
    } else {
        // weakly informative priors.
        // Note that negative values are handled above
        log_pdf = R::dnorm(theta(0), 0, 10, 1) + R::dnorm(theta(1), 0, 10, 1) +
                  R::dnorm(theta(2), 0, 10, 1);
    }
    return log_pdf;
}

// log-density of observations
// [[Rcpp::export]]
arma::vec log_obs_density(const double y,
                            const arma::vec& alpha, const arma::vec& theta) {

arma::vec log_pdf(alpha.n_elem);
for (unsigned int i = 0; i < alpha.n_elem; i++) {
    log_pdf(i) = R::dpois(y, exp(alpha(i)), 1);
}
return log_pdf;

// Function which returns the pointers to above functions (no need to modify)

// [[Rcpp::export]]
Rcpp::List create_xptrs() {
    // typedef for a pointer of drift/volatility function
    typedef double (*funcPtr)(const double x, const arma::vec& theta);
    // typedef for log_prior_pdf
    typedef double (*prior_funcPtr)(const arma::vec& theta);
    // typedef for log_obs_density
    typedef arma::vec (*obs_funcPtr)(const double y,
        const arma::vec& alpha, const arma::vec& theta);

    return Rcpp::List::create(
        Rcpp::Named("drift") = Rcpp::XPtr<funcPtr>(new funcPtr(&drift)),
        Rcpp::Named("diffusion") = Rcpp::XPtr<funcPtr>(new funcPtr(&diffusion)),
        Rcpp::Named("ddiffusion") = Rcpp::XPtr<funcPtr>(new funcPtr(&ddiffusion)),
        Rcpp::Named("prior") = Rcpp::XPtr<prior_funcPtr>(new prior_funcPtr(&log_prior_pdf)),
        Rcpp::Named("obs_density") = Rcpp::XPtr<obs_funcPtr>(new obs_funcPtr(&log_obs_density)));
}

Stan model for Poisson local linear trend model
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